source :https://www.foodaidfoundation.org/world-hunger-statistics.html

One out of six children -- roughly 100
million -- in developing countries is under
weight.
WFP calculates that US$3.2 billion is
needed per year to reach all 66 million
hungry school-age children.

source :https://www.foodaidfoundation.org/world-hunger-statistics.html

The food supply chain produces about 3.3 billion tons
of carbon a year. That means 30% of the world's
farmland -- about 3.5 billion acres -- is wasted. with
out counting seafood, wasting all that food costs about
$750 billion a year, which is similar to the GDP of
Switzerland, says FAO .
In China alone, the catering industry itself have causing
17~18millions tons food waste a year, which is
enough to feed 30~40 million people for one single
year.

In 2013 many social non-profit groups have launched
an “Eat up your plate --ClearPlate initiative(need to be
confirmed),”（光盘行动”guang pan xing dong”） to
enhance the awareness for food saving. Due to its
social value and cohesiveness to traditional Chinese
virtue, the initiative soon obtained the government
support . The ClearPlate initiative then became a
major social event in that year, and did avoided a lots
food waste .
But sevral years later, we gradually forgot about this
social practice.
Now it’s the time for us to inherit this value and
further implement ClearPlate as a habit by usingwith
technology!
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ClearPlate is a mobile app dedicated to reduce food wasting behavior .
People can upload the photo of their plate after each meal and get credit
for a “clear plate”, if it is recognized by AI， you will get a credit score and th
e credit can be used to redeem prizes. At the same time our sponsor
philanthropic organizationes and enterprise will also offer
donation to the people those who are surfering from hunger.This product su
ccessfully combines individual food-saving behavior with public welfare
system and . It is an effective promotion of sustainable living style.
Key Point
· Technology for good, using AI to decrease food waste.
· Autonomously collect massive data and using them for neural networks
Training.
·Creating a new business mode which benefits multiple stakeholders
including users, platforms, cooperative enterprises and nonprofit
organizations.

1、You Clear the plate, we provide donations!
2、Let's see who contribute more in social benefits!
3、Clear plate, gain points and
redeem prizes!

ClearPlate software has been launched in Tsinghua University, and it has been selected as a
key incubation project, supported by X-lab, iCenter, Chuang+ and Tusfunds, ClearPlate
also gain authoritative medias' attention, such as Peoples Daily and Xinhua net .
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Philanthropic Mode

Carousel advertisements for social programs and our
supporters, everytime you clear the plate our
supporters will 首页轮播
offer a donation to our打卡配捐
social programs.

Nannong Food and YitongFundation together with ClearPlate
start the program of “Zero Hunger for Children” Every time you
Clear the plate,the Food Company will provide a donation for
poor student to increase food quality and nutrition.

Every time you clear your plate, we also give you
points, the points can be used to redeem prizes.
the software itself
also can be used as
a media platform.
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Clear Plate Public welfare action

In order to care for the aged empty nesters, the Yuhua Branch of the Beijing Charity Volunteer Association joined
hands with ClearPlate. Each time the ClearPlate is donated by the users, to the Hele Community Care Center in
Weiyang District, Xi'an, the “Community Respect for the Elderly” project: Starting from the actual needs of the
elderly, from the material to the psychological, will use the money to improve the living standards of the elderly and
let the elderly have a good old age.

The First Batch of Sponsored
Cooperative Enterprises
Nannong Food
Android Green Alliance
Guangzhou Liuliguang Pharmaceutical technology Co. Ltd
Shanliang Meeting
Xianrendong Vegan Cultural village
ChinaFit Vegan & Health
FuHuiDeng Education Groupe
Xishuangbanna WangTianShu Villa Hotel
Xiaogulin
……
There will be more in future

The total wastage for the edible part of food is 1.3
Gtonnes(1.3 Billion tons).

If we can avoid a meal with food wastingwe can
save food on average of 70g, and it will decrease
carbon emission by 0.25kg.
If we can avoid food waste and ClearPlate for 10
millon times every day, every year we can save
2750 thousand tons of food and cut carbon
emission by 770000 ton. It is enough to feed 81
million people‘s of a month, and the carbon
emission avoid is equal to cultivate 7000000 trees!
Reference
FAO, 2013. Food Wasgtage Footprint: Impacts on Natural Resources, Summary Report
http://www.fao.org/save-food/resources/keyfindings/en/
FAO, 2013. Food Wasgtage Footprint: Impacts on Natural Resources, Summary Report
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ClearPlateTogether with the Yitong Foundation and
Nannong Food, the public welfare project of "Zero
Hunger for Children" was launched. Users will donate
0.1 yuan from Nannong Food to the Yitong Foundation's
Zero Hunger for Children project every time they
successfully upload the photo of a clear plate。
Through this innovative public welfare model, the food
saved by ClearPlate becomes real foodstuff and is given
to children in need. At the same time, users can
exchange their points for Nannong Food-sponsored
Red Bean and Coix Seed Mixie products. During the
cooperation period, Nannong Food and Yitong
Foundation received more than ten media reports,
including Xinhua Net and People's Daily, and received
hundreds of thousands of publicity exposures through
ClearPlate procedures.

About Us
Vevolution Technology Co. Ltd is the Company
that runs ClearPlate software. We are a social
enterprise dedicated to promoting the
transformation of sustainable food systems
through technological means. The company
was funded in May 4th and have gain millions
of seed round investment a team around ten
people .

Receive awards：
Tsinghua University Entrepreneurial competition GoldPriez. Tsinghua
entrepreneurial 、Tsinghua Chuang + Seed Fund Support Project, China Youth
Catering Industry Innovation and Entrepreneurship Competition Bronze Award,
Young Food and Beverage Industry Innovation Top Ten, Shanghai Development and
Reform Commission "Low Carbon Big Creation" Most Promotion Potential Award
, etc.

ClearPlate's Vision

Vision
• Calling on the ClearPlate for all
• Reducing food waste
• Promoting low-carbon lifestyle and
environmental protection action
• Enforcing charity culture.

Social Responsibility

Vevolution Technology Co. Ltd together with
Lingnan Education Group funded and invested
in Youth Vegan development funds and will
continuously support on campus vegetarian
movement and college Vegan Alliances.

Contact with us：CEO JiChen Liu:+86 18813119959
guangpanxingdong@yeah.net

